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From the month of January 2018, PTP has included in its regular 
services two visits experiential in which the travelers will have 
the opportunity to live with the local population and participate 
actively in their daily work. One of them is a corn workshop and 
the second is a ceviche workshop.
Today we present the Corn Workshop. During the experience, 
travelers will know the history of maize, its sowing and collection 
according to the Mayan calendar, the different varieties and the 
preparation in the cooker.

They will help prepare the corn tortillas and eventually eat them 
right there. The workshop is made in a hamlet composed of three 
houses of adobe, Tile and wood in which six separate women live, 
widows and singles with their children, without men. Today they 
live off textile work. This workshop will be an additional income 
for them and an unforgettable experience for travelers

A new Experience
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Guatemala: There is No official version where comes 
from the name of Guatemala. However, there are some theories 
that give it meaning.  One of them is that it comes from the word 
Quauhtlemallan that means many trees in language náhuatl.

We share to you some meanings of 
the names of the departments of 
the country

Petén: In the Itzá language, Petén means island. This 
language is still spoken by some people in the department, being 
the only ones in the world.

Huehuetenango: Previously, Huehuetenango was 
known as Chinabajul (between ravines), then the name goes to 
the current and means place of old. This theory is reinforced by 
the abundance of trees sabinos.                                                                                                                                 

Quiché: The name Quiché means many trees.

Catedral Metropolitana

Parque Nacional Tikal

Cenotes de Candelaria

Acul, Nebaj
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Alta Verapaz: Previously, Alta Verapaz was known as 
Tuzulutlán or Tezulutlán which means land of war, because of the 
difficulty that the Spaniards had in conquering this territory.                                                                                                                

Sacatepequez: The name comes from the word Pipil 
"sacat" meaning "mount or grass" and "tepec" which means 
"hill", so it translates as Cerro de grass.

Hun nal Ye

San Martin
Sacatepéquez

and now.... an appetizer
Chocobananos: Consists in a banana frozen 
embedded in a palette of wood, which is bathed in 
chocolate and that can sometimes be frosting of peanuts. 
There are different variations, such as the Choco Fresa 
(Chocolate-covered strawberries), chocopiña (Pieces 
of pineapple Chocolate-covered), chocococo (Pieces of 
coconut Chocolate-covered).

Elote Loco: A corn roasted  with mayonnaise, 
ketchup, mustard and dry cheese.

Nuegados: There are small little balls of mass, 
fried and covered with a glazed special one of sugar. This 
dessert or typical sweet.

Keep discovering Guatemala with us....


